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Are Trump Supporters Taking Stupid Pills?
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Oh, how we miss Rush
Limbaugh? 25 million
Republicans running around
like headless chickens in
different directions.

Without Rush’s superb
instruction, Republican
activists post idiotic facts,
believing that they sound
intelligent
 
Comments on Facebook are
inane.  Talking about the judge
in the Trump fraud trial:

(clueless Trump supporter)
“The Judge will be disbarred
or kicked off the bench.
Supreme Court is already
stepping in.”

(Me)Where did they get this
nonsense from? 

Please stop making up facts.
The Supreme Court cannot get
involved unless the NY case is
appealed after going through
NY appellate courts and  only
if there is a federal question.
So far no one can point to a
federal question.

The statement was as dumb
as liberals saying that Judge
Cannon (Trump document
case) will be thrown off the
bench if she gives Trump
favorable rulings.
 

Last week I asked: “Where did
the Israeli - Arabs come
from?” I stated that this
question disarms every
person marching for so -
called “Palestine.”

Israeli-Arabs are full citizens
with all rights and
responsibilities except,
military service is not
mandatory. They serve in all
government positions.

So what’s the difference
between Israeli-Arabs and
Palestinians? When Israel
declared independence, the
Arab countries told Arabs
living in the Jewish territory to
sell their homes and
belongings to the Jews and
leave . The Arab countries
would attack the Jews, kill
them, and the “Sellers” could
move back into their home’s
pocketing the Jewish money.
Only problem???? Israel
WON!

The Arab leaders also told the
Arab community to leave
Israel because of the
upcoming attack. Quite a
number of Arabs stayed. Most
of today's Arab citizens of
Israel chose not to leave. They
remained on their land, and
they reside in the best country
that an Arab can live in, in the
Middle East.
 

Did you know that in 1947 –
1948 Arab countries expelled
about 800,000 Jews? Israel
took them in. No Arab country
wanted the Arabs that left
Israel and were now
refugees. These became the
Palestinians.

Remember when that
submarine to the Titanic
exploded. Everyone was now
an expert on submarine.
mechanics. Likewise,
everyone is now expert in
Middle East warfare
techniques.

Israel has done an incredible
job taking apart the Hamas
infrastructure. They do not
like negotiating cease-fires for
the hostages, but every Israeli,
has suffered family loss,

which is why in the real world
Israel is doing everything  to
avoid notifying the children,
the parents  and grandparents
of the hostages,  that their
loved ones have become
martyrs. If there is a way to
get the hostages home, Israel
is going to try to do it, and
then they will blow the crap
out of anyone that can be
linked to Hamas.

Israel will have to keep a
heavy footprint to change the
education system in Gaza and
the West Bank. so  two year-
olds are not taught to hate
Jews, before they learn to
walk.  America denazified
Germany after the Holocaust.
Same with Japan, and Israel
will have to do that if there
ever is going to be a peace
partner.

Israeli officials have made it
official. “Israel finally woke
up.” Many Israelis thought that
if the Palestinians only had
good jobs, they could co-exist
peacefully.

October 7th proved that the
Palestinian's want war, not
peace.

Former Israeli Prime Minister
Naftali Bennett said the
Palestinians already had their
own state.  It was . called:
"Gaza." , 

So here is the only question
you should ask: “If Gaza
becomes it’s own state
tomorrow, what would be
different?”

Remember…. Israel pulled out
in 2005 completely.

Instead of the “Meme  of the
Week,”  I bring you the
“Miracle of the Week from
Israel”

Israel gives soldiers cans of
tuna in oil. It’s barely edible.
They put a match in it and
light it, which smokes it.
Obviously do not do this near
explosives. A soldier
mistakenly lit his tuna and his
buddy yelled at him. He threw
the burning tuna as far as he
could. When that lit can
landed, there were explosions,
so the Israeli soldiers started
shooting in that direction.
Then  they saw a white flag
and a bunch of
Hamas terrorists emerged
from the tunnel to surrender.
The lit can was thrown into a
tunnel with munitions causing
them to explode, and Hamas
had to exit the tunnel to get to
safety.
 

When asked why is Israel
different? The answer is:
“GOD”

I keep getting asked, why I am
not excited that Trump is
doing so well in the polls
compared to Biden? My
answer is unchanged. I don’t
expect Biden to be the
nominee, unless he
announces that he will resign
after the inauguration and
substitutes a Michelle type for
Kamala.

Number 1 reason young
people are against Biden:
“He’s too old.” That means
anyone younger than Trump
gets their vote if Biden drops
out.

Can someone tell me what
Trump has  done in the last 60
days that gives you
confidence his campaign in
2024 will be better than 2020?
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